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ABSTRACT
Asymmetric-access caches with emerging technologies, such
as STT-RAM and RRAM, have become very competitive
designs recently. Since the write operations consume more
time and energy than read ones, data should bypass an
asymmetric-access cache unless the locality can justify the
data allocation. However, the asymmetric-access property is
not well addressed in prior bypassing approaches, which are
not energy efficient and induce non-trivial operation over-
head. To overcome these problems, we propose a cache
bypassing method, SBAC, based on data locality statistic-
s of the whole cache rather than a single cache line’s sig-
nature. We observe that the decision-making of SBAC is
highly accurate and the optimization technique for SBAC
works efficiently for multiple applications running concur-
rently. Experiments show that SBAC cuts down overall en-
ergy consumption by 22.3%, and reduces execution time by
8.3%. Compared to prior approaches, the design overhead
of SBAC is trivial.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.2 [Design Styles]: Cache memories; D.4.2 [Storage
Management]: Allocation/deallocation strategies

Keywords
Statistics; Bypass; Asymmetric-access Cache; Data Reuse
Count

1. INTRODUCTION
Non-volatile memories (NVMs), such as spin-transfer torque

random access memory (STT-RAM) and resistive random
access memory (ReRAM), have been extensively studied to
replace SRAM and embedded DRAM (eDRAM) as on-chip
caches [6, 21]. Compared to traditional memory technolo-
gies, they have advantages of high storage density, low s-
tandby power consumption, good scalability, and immunity
to particle based soft errors. Prior research has shown that
these emerging memories can be employed as L2 and L3
caches to improve performance, reduce power consumption,
and even enhance reliability against soft errors [14, 7, 17,
12].

The cache designs based on these emerging memories are
normally called asymmetric-access caches. It means that
the read and write operations to these memories could be
based on different mechanism and demonstrate different ac-
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cess latencies, energy consumptions, and even reliability. In
most NVM techniques nowadays, the write latency and en-
ergy consumption can be several times larger than those of
read. Thus, asymmetry should also be considered in archi-
tecture designs.

Prior research has demonstrated that cache bypassing is
an efficient technique to mitigate cache contamination prob-
lem by selectively allocating data into a cache. There has
been extensive research about bypassing techniques for tra-
ditional symmetric-access caches [8, 4, 10, 5, 20]. Prior ap-
proaches, however, cannot work efficiently with asymmetric-
access cache. High overhead of the write operation is left
out of consideration, leading to incorrect bypassing decision-
s. Moreover, in prior approaches, the bypassing decision is
cache-line oriented, which means that the access history of
every cache line should be tracked. It induces non-trivial
design and run-time operation overhead. In addition, some
bypassing techniques are designed for specific cache config-
urations (e.g. exclusive LLC only).

Extensive research has been proposed to mitigate write
issues of asymmetric-cache. For example, write halt and P-
reSET techniques are proposed to hide long write latency
of these asymmetric-access caches or main memory [15, 16,
13]. The hybrid cache architecture is explored by allocating
frequently updated data to the symmetric-access cache (e.g.
SRAM) [15, 19]. The replacement policy can also be tai-
lored [22] by evicting cache lines with less updated bits.

In this work, we propose a statistics based data bypassing
method, SBAC, for asymmetric-access caches. The asym-
metric cost of read and write operations are well addressed
to achieve a proper bypassing decision. Moreover, SBAC
makes bypassing decision based on statistical behavior of
data in the whole cache, instead of a specific data-block.
Consequently, both design and run-time overhead is signif-
icantly reduced. More importantly, the bypassing decision-
making can achieve high accuracy because the statistical
behavior of data is stable and predictable for many applica-
tions (details are discussed in Section 2). The results show
that our method induces trivial design overhead and can
achieve better performance compared to prior approaches.
The contribution of this work is summarized as follows:
• We provide theoretical analysis of cost (latency or en-

ergy consumption) for allocating or bypassing data in-
to an asymmetric-access cache.
• Based on the theoretical principle, we propose a cache

bypassing method, SBAC.
• A run-time bypassing prediction technique is intro-

duced to dynamically adjust bypassing policies.
• We further propose core-based bypassing technique to

improve efficiency of SBAC in case that data with dif-
ferent localities are mixed together.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The theoretical
analysis of statistics based cache bypassing is introduced in
Section 2. The architecture and operation flow of SBAC and
core-based bypassing techniques are proposed in Section 3.
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The experimental results and discussions are presented in
Section 4, followed by conclusions in the last section.

2. THEORY BASIS
In this section, we introduce terminologies and definitions

used in theoretical derivation, followed by theoretically ex-
ploration of the relationship between data bypassing and
data locality.

2.1 Terminologies and Definitions

Live Time Dead Time

A’s initial
allocation A A A A A’s last access

Data Reuse Count (DRC)

A’s eviction

Figure 1: Illustration of data A and related
terms [10, 5].

The terminologies used in this work are similar to those
in prior literature [10, 5] and are illustrated in Figure 1. As
shown in the figure, data A is brought into a cache line by
either a read access or a prefetching operation. The life time
of A in the cache is composed of live time (from allocation
time to the last use) and dead time (from the last use to
its eviction). The total number of accesses (hits) to data
after the allocation is called data reuse count (DRC). The
cache line A in Figure 1 has a reuse count of five. The first
allocation is called initial placement. The data having no
live time (DRC = 0) is normally called instant dead block.

Pi =
NDRC=i∑∞

j=0 NDRC=j

(1)

L2 cache 

L3 cache A 

to L1 cache 

❷ bypassing 
❶ w/o bypassing 

to Memory 

Figure 2: SBAC for
loading data.

Term Definition

DRC Data Reuse Count
Pi Probability of DRC = i
R2 Read energy of L2 cache
R2tag Energy of reading L2 tag

R2data
Energy of reading L2 data

W2 Write energy of L2 cache
R3 Read energy of L3 cache
W3 Write energy of L3 cache
d Bypassing depth
λ Bypassing feature
SI Sample Interval of DRC

Table 1: Terminolo-
gies and definitions.

With DRCs for massive data, we introduce the definition
of DRC probability. Let NDRC=i denotes the number of
data that have their DRCs equal to i. Then, a DRC prob-
ability Pi is calculated in Equation (1). Other definitions
and parameters of read and write operations to L2 and L3
caches used in this case study are listed in Table 1.

2.2 Theoretical Energy for Bypassing
We first introduce a case study on data loading. Our goal

in this case is to reduce cache access energy consump-
tion. In order to simplify the discussion, we make some
assumption. First, there are only read operations to the
L2 cache. Second, L3 cache is large enough to allocate the
working set. Third, the cache is non-inclusive, so the coher-
ence of data is still kept. As shown in Figure 2, we focus
on the case of loading data from L3 to L2. If data loaded
from the L3 bypass the L2, they are loaded to L1 directly,
as illustrated with path ·. Otherwise, data will be loaded
into L2 normally, shown with path ¶.

We derive the theoretical energy consumption as follows.
Initially, the data A is allocated at the L3 only. When the
processing core issues a request to access the data A, it gen-
erates cache miss at both L1 and L2 and finally receives
a cache hit in the L3. If the data are loaded into the L2
without bypassing, the total access energy to L2 can be cal-
culated in Equation (2).

Ew/o bypass = R3 +W2 + (DRC + 1)× R2 (2)

From left to right, the terms on the right side of Equation (2)
represent the energy of reading data from L3, writing data
to L2, sending data from L2 to L1 after initial placement,
and revisiting data for DRC times. If data A bypasses the
L2, the total cost will be changed to that in Equation (3).

Ebypass = (DRC + 1)× (R2tag + R3) (3)

It means that, for each data access, energy is consumed to
detect a cache miss in L2 (R2tag ) and load data from L3
(R3). Obviously, we can reduce access energy with cache
bypassing only when we have Ew/o bypass > Ebypass. Thus,
we can obtain Equation (4) as the condition to enable cache
bypassing. It means that the DRC should be large enough to
ensure the benefits of data reuse, and amortize the overhead
of writing data into the L2.

DRC <
W2 + R2 − R2tag

R3 + R2tag − R2

=
W2 + R2data

R3 − R2data

(4)

To bypass or not to bypass, that is the question. For
SRAM/eDRAM caches, W2 is similar to R2, which is several
times smaller than R3. Cache can benefit from the data
allocation whenever there is at least once reuse of the data
in L2. For the asymmetric-access cache, however, the W2

can be comparable to R3. Thus, a higher DRC is expected
to justify the data allocation. In order to achieve lowest

access energy, data with DRC less than dW2+R2data
R3−R2data

e should

bypass L2.
In order to demonstrate the impact of read-write asym-

metry, we compare the conditions of cache bypassing for
SRAM and STT-RAM caches. Table 2 shows typical en-
ergy consumption numbers of caches based on SRAM and
STT-RAM. For symmetric caches, loading data into L2 is
more energy-efficient when DRC is higher than one. While
in asymmetric caches, only very frequently accessed data
with DRC higher than six should be loaded into L2.
2.3 Theory Basis of SBAC

In practice, it is difficult to exactly know the DRCs of all
the data in cache before they all die. However, it is possi-
ble to filter out the data with specific DRC with a simple
bypassing method. For example, we can assume the aver-
age DRC for unfiltered data is smaller than one, and make
all initial placements bypass the L2 cache, so only the data
with at least one reuse count can enter L2 cache. Thus, the
key is to ensure the benefits from dead blocks bypassing can
amortize the bypassing of high DRC data.

The theoretical condition of employing bypassing can be
derived based on the probabilities of DRCs. Assume that
the probability distribution of DRC in L2 is represented by
{P0, P1, P2, . . .} (

∑∞
i=0 Pi = 1). Without bypassing tech-

nique, the average access energy of these data is noted as
Ēw/o bypass. If initial placements of whole data bypass the
L2 cache, the cache access energy consumption is noted as
Ēbypass.

Ēw/o bypass =
∞∑
i=0

{Pi × [R3 +W2 + (i+ 1)× R2]} (5)

Ēbypass = P0 × (R3 + R2tag )

+
∞∑
i=1

{
Pi ×

[
2× R3 + R2tag +W2 + i× R2

]} (6)
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With these two equations, it is easy to understand that
such an “initial placements” bypassing can only reduce aver-
age access energy when Ebypass < Ew/o bypass. After substi-
tuting Equation (5) and (6) into it, we obtain the condition
to trigger an “initial placement” bypassing, described as an
Equation (7).

P0 >
R3 + R2tag − R2

W2 + R3

(7)

Cache Type SRAM L2 STT-RAM L2
STT-RAM L3 STT-RAM L3

R2data
(nJ) 0.066 0.127

W2(nJ) 0.051 0.603
R3(nJ) 0.246 0.246

d
W2+R2data
R3−R2data

e 1 6

Table 2: Typical energy numbers for 2MB SRAM
and STT-RAM caches, and 8MB STT-RAM cache
(Technology node: 45nm).

It is interesting that the balance point where the benefits
can amortize the overhead is only determined by P0, which
is the DRC probability of instant dead blocks. This is the
reason why we call our technique SBAC as a statistics based
cache bypassing method.

In order to have a quantitative analysis, we calculate the
bypass condition for symmetric- and asymmetric-access caches,
respectively. Cache bypassing can gain benefits when P0 >
62.8% for a symmetric-access cache. For an asymmetric-
access cache, however, bypassing condition is satisfied with
a significant lower value of P0 > 15.5%. The parameters we
used are listed in Table 2.

2.4 Bypassing Depth
After the“initial placement”bypassing is applied, the orig-

inal data with once reuse count becomes instant dead block
since their first loads are filtered. Thus, it is reasonable to
make these new instant dead blocks bypass L2 to further
reduce access energy consumption. In other words, bypass
the data with DRC < 2. Thus, we introduce the defini-
tion of bypassing depth, which means that data with DRC
less than bypassing depth should bypass the cache. For ex-
ample, when the bypassing depth is set to “1”, only initial
placements are bypassed. The calculation of theoretical by-
passing depth is discussed as follows.

Similar to the derivation of “initial placement” bypassing
decision, we can calculate the bypassing condition with “by-
passing depth = 2” as in Equation (8)

P1

1− P0

>
R3 + R2tag − R2

W2 + R3

(8)

And we can further calculate condition for any bypassing
depth d as in the following Equation:

Pd−1

1−
∑d−2

j=0 Pj

>
R3 + R2tag − R2

W2 + R3

(9)

In this work, the λ =
R3+R2tag

−R2

W2+R3
is called bypassing fea-

ture of the system, which is the intrinsic cache attribute.
The high write energy of asymmetric-access caches results
in a small bypassing feature, making bypass more attractive
to reduce energy consumption.

3. DESIGN OF SBAC
3.1 Overview

We still use the case of loading data from L3 cache to
L2 cache to describe the architecture design of SBAC. As a
pivot to select proper bypassing decisions, extra components

are needed to monitor and predict the distribution of DRC
for data in the L2 cache. As shown in Figure 3, one extra bit
is added to each cache line in L2, and two bits are added to
each cache line of L3 for this purpose. In addition, they are
also used to decide whether cache bypassing is needed. The
extra function between L2 and L3 is called bypassing deci-
sion block (BDB). BDB monitors cache line transferring on
the data bus. It can track information of the DRC sent with
data so that probability distribution of DRC is calculated.

L2 cache 

L3 cache 

to L1 cache 

to Memory 

BDB 

Bypass 
Control 

Depth 
Transition 

Counters Depth DRC (1b) 

DRC (2b) 

Figure 3: Architecture for cache bypassing.

A BDB includes three global DRC counters. Three DRC
counters are denoted as N≥d−1, N≥d, and N≥d+1. They are
used to count the number of DRC greater than d−1, d, and
d+1, respectively. With these DRC counters, we can rewrite
conditions in Equation (9) with Equation (10). Read/Write
energy numbers are used to calculate the λ.

The bypassing control logic can make decision for data
transferring on the bus. A cache block will bypass L2 cache
if the DRC bit in the L3 cache is smaller than the bypass
depth. The bypass depth transition logic is employed to
calculate runtime bypassing depth. The bypass depth will
be increased by one when Equation (10) is satisfied, and
decreased by one when Equation (11) is satisfied.

N≥d −N≥d+1

N≥d

> λ (10)

N≥d−1 −N≥d

N≥d−1

< λ (11)

3.2 Operation Flow with Cache Bypassing
Having the SBAC architecture, we describe the flow for

different cache operations with an example in Figure 4. As
shown in the figure, L1, L2, and L3 caches are illustrated
with one, two, and four cache lines. The three DRC counters
of BDB are also shown in the figure. There is one DRC bit
for each cache line in L2 and two bits for each cache line in
L3. The bypassing depth d is set to 2 in this example. The
detailed operation flow is described as follows.

• Step (a): In the initial state, all three DRC counters
are initialized as zero. The DRC bits of each line are
also cleared as zero. We assume there are some initial
data stored in cache lines.

• Step (b): L1 cache requests data C, since the DRC
bit of data C in L3 cache is equal to zero, data C is
bypassed to L1 cache directly because DRC = 0 <
d = 2. At the same time, the DRC bit of data C in L3
cache is increased by one.

• Step (c): Similarly, when L1 cache requests data D,
it is also moved from L3 to L1 directly for the same
reason.

• Step (d): When L1 cache requests data C again, data
C is bypassed again because we still have DRC = 1 <
d = 2. Then, DRC of data C in L3 cache is increased
to 2. At the same time, the first counter in BDB is
increased by one because it counts the number of data
with DRC ≥ d− 1 = 1.

• Step (e): Similarly, when L1 cache requests data D
again, it is bypassed again. And the first DRC counter
of BDB is increased by one.
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DRC ADDR DATA

L2$

DRC ADDR DATA
L3$

0 0 0BDB

(a) Initial state
Bypass depth=2

0 A ...
0 B ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
0 C ...
0 D ...

L2$

L3$

0 0 0BDB

(b)  Read $ Line C, 
BYPASS L2$ if L3.DRC<depth

Incr L3.DRC if L3 Hit

0 A ...
0 B ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
1 C ...
0 D ...

L2$

L3$

0 0 0BDB

(c) Read $ Line D, 
BYPASS L2$ if L3.DRC<depth

Incr L3.DRC if L3 Hit

0 A ...
0 B ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
1 C ...
1 D ...

L2$

L3$

1 0 0BDB

0 A ...
0 B ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
2 C ...
1 D ...

ADDR DATA
A ...

L1$ C ... L1$ D ... L1$ C ...
L1$

(d) Read $ Line C, 
BYPASS L2$ if L3.DRC<depth

Incr L3.DRC if L3 Hit
Incr N≥ d-1 if L3.DRC==depth

L2$

L3$

2 1 0BDB

(f)  Read $ Line C, 
Incr N≥ d if L3.DRC==depth

NOT BYPASS L2$ if L3.DRC=depth
NOT Incr L3.DRC if L3.DRC=depth

0 C ...
0 B ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
2 C ...
2 D ...

L2$

L3$

2 2 0BDB

(g) Read $ Line D, 
Incr N≥ d if L3.DRC==depth

NOT BYPASS L2$ if L3.DRC=depth
NOT Incr L3.DRC if L3.DRC=depth

0 C ...
0 D ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
2 C ...
2 D ...

L2$

L3$

2 2 1BDB

1 C ...
0 D ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
2 C ...
2 D ...

L1$ C ... L1$ D ... L1$ C ...

(h) Read $ Line C, 
Incr N≥ d+1 if L2$ HIT and L2.DRC=0

Set L2.DRC if L2$HIT

N≥ d-1 N≥ d N≥ d+1

L2$

L3$
2 0 0BDB

(e) Read $ Line D, 
BYPASS L2$ if L3.DRC<depth

Incr L3.DRC if L3 Hit
Incr N≥ d-1 if L3.DRC=depth

0 A ...
0 B ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
2 C ...
2 D ...

D ...L1$

L2$

L3$

2 2 1BDB

1 C ...
0 D ...

0 A ...
0 B ...
2 C ...
2 D ...

L1$ C ...

(i) Read $ Line C, 
NOT Incr N≥ d+1 if L2$ HIT and L2.DRC=1

Figure 4: An example of cache bypassing flow.

• Step (f): When L1 cache requests data C for the third
time, data C is finally loaded to L2 cache because we
have DRC = d now. At the same time, the second
counter in BDB is increased by one. Note that the
DRC bits of data C in L3 cache are saturated now.
They are only reset to zero when data C are evicted
from L3 cache.
• Step (g): Similarly, data D is also loaded to L2 cache

for the third request, and the second counter in BDB
is increased by one.
• Step (h): When data C is first hit in L2 cache, the

third counter in BDB is increased by one because C is
requested for d + 1 = 3 times in total. At the same
time, its DRC bit in L2 is set to one.
• Step (i): When data C gets hit again with DRC bit

equal to one, the third counter in BDB remains the
same.

3.3 Sensitivity Control
Since the probability distribution of DRC varies during

run-time execution, the bypassing depth should also be up-
dated periodically to reflect the distribution. The length of
each period, in terms of cache accesses, is called sampling
interval (SI) in this work. At the end of a sampling in-
terval, the BDB counters are used to calculate the current
probability distribution of DRC. The distribution is used to
predict the bypassing depth for the next interval.

The choice of sampling interval has an impact on the pre-
diction accuracy of bypassing depth. Since the bypassing
depth is based on DRC, we use the amount of cache ac-
cess to determine a SI. If the SI is too short, the poor sam-
pled statistics cannot represent the probability distribution
of DRC. On the other hand, if the SI is too long, it may not
capture the changes of DRC distribution so that the efficien-
cy of SBAC is degraded. In addition, the size of counters in
BDB is also related to SI.

Experimental results show that the optimal SI varies in
the range of 10k ∼ 100k for different workloads. Thus, we
propose an algorithm to dynamically adjust SI for different
data patterns. The algorithm is described as follows.
• SI is initialed as 214, which is the lower bound of SI.
• After each SI, if the bypassing depth is not changed,

SI is increased by 2×.

• After each SI, if the bypassing depth is changed, SI is
decreased by 2×.

• The higher bound of SI is set to 220. Thus, a 20-bit
counter is needed.

3.4 SBAC Extension for Other Scenarios
Extenstion for Performance Optimization. To ap-

ply SBAC for cache performance optimization, we need to
replace energy numbers in equation (1) - (9) with proper ac-
cess latency numbers. Different from energy consumption, it
is inaccurate to add the latency of a write operation directly
to the total execution time. Instead, we need to estimate
the time that L2 cache is blocked due to loading data from
L3. The blocking time is related to cache access intensity.
Previous research [15, 19, 22] pointed out that the blocking
time varies from 0× to 0.6×write latency. One solution to
this problem is to calculate average run-time blocking time
by monitoring the waiting time of read operations in the
miss status holding registers (MSHRs).

Extension for Multi-core Optimization. For the case
that there are multiple worloads running on multiple cores,
more BDBs can be added to track DRC distribution of each
core separately. The core ID needs to be integrated in the
cache tag to identify data from each core. Thus, bypassing
decisions may be different for data requested by different
cores to improve efficiency of SBAC. Such an extension of
SBAC is called ”core-based SBAC”. Extra design overhead
is induced because the number of counters increase propor-
tionally with the number of cores. Note that SBAC can be
applied to both shared and private caches. For example, if
L2 cache is private for each core and L3 cache is shared, each
L2 needs one BDB to connect L3.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we provide comprehensive evaluation to

demonstrate the efficiency of SBAC for single and multiple
applications under both shared and private L2 configura-
tions.

4.1 Experiment Setup
We implement SBAC in a popular full-system simulator

gem5 [2]. It is configured to model a four-core Haswell
like CMP. Each core is running at 2GHz frequency. There
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are three levels of caches. The IL1/DL1 caches are SRAM
based and and the L2 and L3 are configured as asymmetric-
access STT-RAM caches. Other details can be found in
Table 3. We use cache latency and energy parameters from
NVSim [3].

Component Configuration

Processor 4 cores, 2GHz, 1-way issue

IL1/DL1 32/32KB, 2-way, 64B, private, LRU
SRAM L.P.:47.7mW, R/W Lat.: 2/2cycle, E.:6.2/2.3pJ

L2 4 × 256KB, 8-way, 64B, LRU, L.P.:428mW
STT-RAM R/W Lat.: 6/36cycle, E: 0.135/0.603nJ

L3 8MB, 16-way, 64B, share, LRU, L.P.:1851mW
STT-RAM R/W Lat.: 25/60cycle, E: 0.246/0.698nJ

Memory 8GB, DDR3, 1600MHz, 120cycle, 12.8GB/s.

Table 3: Detailed simulation setup.

Both single and multiple applications workloads are e-
valuated. In order to provide a comprehensive evaluation
with diversified distributions of DRC, we examine different
code segments in both single and randomly mixed multi-
programmed benchmarks. Both private and shared L2 con-
figurations are used for experiments of mutli-programmed
workloads. For the single application case, only the pri-
vate cache with one core running is evaluated. The simula-
tor captures all data operations such as loads, stores, and
prefetching requests. The one block lookahead (OBL) ap-
proach is employed for prefetching in evaluation. All bench-
marks come from SPEC CPU 2006. We fast forward one
billion instructions at beginning, and execute ten billion in-
structions of a single benchmark. Then we construct the
multi-program workloads by mixing the fast forwarded s-
ingle programs. Energy consumption includes leakage and
dynamic power of entire cache hierarchy, based on operation
statistics.

The labels used in the rest of this section are explained:
(1) Baseline: baseline case without cache bypassing; (2) S-
BAC: case using SBAC; (3) SBAC-C: case using core-based
SBAC; (4) Shared: case with shared L2 configuration; (5)
Private: case with private L2 cache.

4.2 DRC Prediction Accuracy
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Figure 5: Prediction accuracy for various single-
programmed benchmarks.

As shown in Figure 5, a high prediction accuracy of 92%
on average is achieved for single program benchmarks. The
prediction accuracy is about 86% on average for multipro-
grammed applications (not shown due to page limit). Note
that a correct bypassing decision may obtained even with
a mis-prediction, as long as the bypassing depth is not af-
fected. On the other hand, a correct prediction of DRC
distribution may also lead to an incorrect decision of cache
bypassing due to inaccurate estimation of read/write energy.

4.3 Evaluation for Single Application
The results of energy consumption are compared in Fig-

ure 6. We can find that the reduction of energy is related
to the prediction accuracy generally. For some benchmarks,

however, the energy reduction is insignificant even with high
prediction accuracy (e.g. GemsFDTD). The reason is that
for some benchmarks the cache bypassing is not triggered
for most of execution time. On average the reduction of the
total cache energy consumption is about 22.3%.

The results of performance improvement is similar to en-
ergy reduction, but less significant. The reason is that the
energy consumption of each load operation is reflected in to-
tal energy, but the loading time could be hidden by MSHR.
On average, the total execution time is reduced by 8.3%.
Detailed results are not included due to page limitation.
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Figure 6: Normalized energy consumption for single
applications.

4.4 Evaluation for Multi-programmed Appli-
cations

We evaluate energy consumption after applying SBAC
to two cache configurations against corresponding baselines
without cache bypassing. We show the normalized compar-
ison in Figure 7. The results demonstrate that, for private
cache configuration, the energy consumption can be reduced
after using SBAC. It is because each workload is bounded
to a dedicated core and the DRC distribution is estimated
separately. On average, SBAC can reduce energy consump-
tion by 7.5% for private L2 cache, but 3.8% for shared L2
cache configuration. As addressed before, mixing data with
different patterns from multiple workloads makes SBAC less
efficient. In order to improve SBAC for multi-programmed
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Figure 7: Normalized energy consumption after us-
ing SBAC for two cache configurations.

workloads, we propose core-based SBAC for shared L2, list-
ed as the fourth bar in Figure 7. It is easy to find that ener-
gy consumption is further reduced after using the technique.
Core-based SBAC can further reduce the energy consump-
tion by about 9.9%, because it helps isolate the interference
of data amoung different workloads, while shared cache sup-
plies sufficient space. We also evaluate the results of exe-
cution time after using SBAC and compare them with the
baseline. The results of applying SBAC and SBAC-C on
data loaded from L3 to L2 are listed in Figure 8. We can
find that the trends of these results are similar to those for
energy consumption optimization. On average, the perfor-
mance is improved by 2.1% and 4.3% for shared and private
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Approaches
Multiprogram Storage Overhead (bits) Area

Operation Overhead
Support per line global Overhead (µm2)

DBP [11] No - 2M 102.78 2-level table lookup/update
IATAC [1] No 31 288 293.63 6b comp + 31b update + 16-entry CAM lookup/update
IGDR [18] No - 42.5K 4.12× 104 5 table lookup/update
LvP [10] No 17 40K 62.27 5b comp + 17b update + 1 table lookup/update
AIP [10] No 21 40K 30.34 5b comp + 21b update + 1 table lookup/update
DBRB [9] Yes - 13.75K 40.28 15b comp + 15b update + 3 table lookup/update
BIA [5] Yes 3/L2+2/L3 1.8K 192.6 5b update + 16-entry CAM lookup/update
SBAC Yes 1/L2+2/L3 73 36.16 3b update + 2b comp + 1 counter update
SBAC-C Yes 1/L2+2/L3 146 144.64 3b update + 2b comp + 1 counter update

Table 4: Design overhead comparison.
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Figure 8: Normalized execution time after using S-
BAC for two cache configurations.

configured L2 cache. And the core-based SBAC can improve
performance by 9.4% for the shared L2 cache.

4.5 Comparison with Other Approaches
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Figure 9: Comparison of performance between our
bypassing scheme and other approaches.

We compare normalized average cache access latency be-
tween our bypassing scheme and prior approaches for single
application, shown in Figure 9. Our bypassing scheme can
outperform other approaches in respect of cache access la-
tency. The main reason is that the asymmetry access oper-
ations are not considered in prior approaches. Note that we
do not provide comparison for cases of energy optimization
and multi-programmed application. It is because most prior
approaches cannot work with these cases. We also compare
design and operation overhead in Table 4. We estimate the
design overhead by extra storage (per line and cache), area
overhead of control logic, and extra cache operations. Area
results are synthesized by Synopsys Design Compiler with
TSMC 45nm library. It is easy to find that SBAC costs
much less storage, area, and operations.

5. CONCLUSION
Emerging asymmetric-access caches are competitive for

design of future cache hierarchy. Traditional cache bypass-
ing techniques are not efficient for these asymmetric-access
caches. In this work, we propose the statistics based cache
bypassing method named SBAC. With the help of a theo-
retical model, we analyze the benefits of cache bypassing.
Then, proper bypassing decisions are made based on DRC
probability. In addition, we propose core-based SBAC to
improve working efficiency of SBAC for multi-programmed

workloads. Compared with prior approaches, SBAC has the
advantages of low design overhead and compatibility for dif-
ferent cache configurations. The experimental results show
improvement of cache performance and energy efficiency af-
ter using SBAC.
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